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The maximum number of cutvertices in a connected graph of order n having minimum 
degree at least 6 is determined for 6 > 5. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known and easily proved that every connected nontrivial graph has at 
least two vertices that are not cutvertices. This observation suggests the question 
of how many cutvertices a connected graph G of order n can have. To make the 
question nontrivial it seems natural to place a lower limit on the number of edges 
of G. For example, one can simply require that G have at least m edges. 
Rao [4] has shown that the maximum number of cutvertices in a connected 
graph of order IZ and size m is given by 
Edge density can also be controlled by specifying that G be regular. In [5] the 
maximum number f(n, d) of cutvertices in a connected d-regular graph of order n 
was determined for d s 4. Nirmala and Rao [3] have shown that 
f(n, d) = [2n;tI- 5 j-1 
for odd d 2 5 and have obtained an upper bound for f(n, d) for even d 2 6. 
We will derive the exact value of f(n, d) for even d in a later paper [2]. For the 
present we assume only that the minimum degree 6 is prescribed. 
Let h(n, 6) denote the maximum number of cutvertices in a connected graph of 
order IZ having minimum degree at least 6. We show that the minimum order 
g(r, 6) of a connected graph containing r cutvertices and having minimum degree 
at least 6 is given by 
g(r, 6) = [q(s + 1) - lr&2:;2J - & - g 
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where&=Oforevenr,&=lforoddr,~=Oforr#Oand&=lforr=O.Then 
h(n, 6) = max{r :g(r, 6) s n}. 
Consequently, 
where E(IZ) E (-3, -2, -1, O}. 
Our notation and terminology generally follows Bollobas [l]. 
2. ‘The number of cutvertices in graphs with given minimum degree 
For a graph G, let %(G) denote the set of cutvertices of G, 9(G) denote the 
set of blocks of G and 9$(G) denote the set of endblocks (blocks containing 
precisely one cutvertex) of G. Let r(G) denote the number of cutvertices of G, 
s(G) denote the number of non-cutvertices belonging to non-endblocks of G and 
t(G) denote the number of bridges incident with no endblock of G (internal 
bridges of G). We suppress the notation G when the context is clear. 
Let 
;r=O, 
g(r, 6) = 
(!$+6+1)-[&1 ;reven,rfO, 
(9)(8+1)-l&j-l ;rodd. 
Theorem. For G connected with 6(G) 2 5, 
IGI ag(r(G), b(G)). 
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false. Among all connected graphs G with 
6(G) a 5 and IG( <g(r(G), 6(G)), c h oose one with s(G) + t(G) as small as 
possible. With no loss of generality we assume each block of G is complete and 
each endblock of G has order 6 + 1 = 6(G) + 1. It is easily seen that r = 
r(G) 2 3. 
(i) s(G) + t(G) = 0. S uppose s(G) + t(G) # 0. We consider two cases. 
t(G) #O. Let v1u2 be an internal bridge of G and Gi be the components of 
G - u1u2 where vi E V(G,) for i = 1, 2. Suppose Gi contains ri (al) cutvertices of 
G; so r = r, + r,. Let wi E V(Gi) where G: = K 6+1 and Hi = Gi + G[ + viwj. Then 
s(H~) + t(Hi) <S(G) + t(G), 6(Hi) = 6 and r(Hi) = ri + 1 so that ]&I >g(r, + 
1, 0 Consequently, 1GI *g(r, + 1, 6) + g(r2 + 1, 6) - 2(6 + 1) sg(r, 6), a 
contradiction. 0 
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s(G)#O. Let v~B$%l~ where ~4%. Then IBl>S+l. If ]B136+2 or 
IBJ = 6 + 1 = ]B tl %‘I + 1 then s(G - V) + t(G - v) <s(G) + t(G), 6(G - V) = 6 
and r(G -v) = r while IG -VI <g(r(G -v), 6(G - v)), a contradiction. We 
assume B fl @ = {v = vl, . . . , us, v s+l} where 1 ss s 6 - 2. Let wi E V(Gj) 
where G~sK~+~ and H=G+G;+...+Gj+vlwl+...+v,w,-v,+l. Then 
s(H) + t(H) <s(G) + t(G), 6(H) = 6 and r(H) = r(G) + 2s so that (GI = IH( - 
~(6 + 1) + 1 3g(r + 2.r, 6) - ~(6 + 1) + 1 ?=g(r, a), a contradiction. 0 
Let T denote the block-cutvertex graph of G; T is a nontrivial tree since G is 
connected but not 2-connected. Denote the degree of x in T by d(x). Clearly, 
I’&_[ = 2 + c [d(c) - 2]+ 2 [d(B) - 21. (1) 
cs% BEB-Bc 
For c E % and B E 93. let 
and w(c) = [d(c) - 2]+ CBEB MJ(C; B). Then 
& w(c) = zz Bz_ w(c; B) + ZV [d(c) - 21 
= B& c& 4~; B) + caq [d(c) - 21 
= BEz_, WI - 21+ F%l + CT% P(c) - 21 (since s = 0) 
c 
= BEz_ye [4B) - 21+ lBel + cTq [d(c) - 21 (since s = 0) 
e 
so, by (11, 
Let 





ce9 1 6 .
Then 
(2) 
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and, for c E %$,, 
q(c) = I{c’ E % : cc’ bridge of G and d(c’) = 2}1. 
For c E %, let 
{ c, Cl, . . . 3 cq} c % with cci bridge ; c E V&, and q = q(c) z= 1 
s(~)= 
i 
of G andd(c,)=2for lsisq. 
# ; c $ %$ or c E %$ and 
q = q(c) = 0. 
Let $J= {S(c) : c e %}, Gel = LJ T) and %& = % - %r. It is easily seen that w 
partitions %‘r. We have the following. 
(ii) C C’ES(C) w(c’) 2 IVCN (7). The statement holds trivially if S(c) = @ 
so we may assume S(c) # #. Let S(c) = {c, cr, . . . , c,} and let Bi be the block 
other than cci containing ci for 1 s i s q. Then IBi( 2 6 and w(c) + w(cr) + - * * + 
w(c,,Pq+q(~)~(q+l)(~). q 
(iii) w(c) 2 7 
6-l 
for c E V&. Suppose w(c) <T. Then d(c) = 2; say 
c E Br, B2 E 5% Clearly, B1, B2 4 C-2$ and lB1l + 1B21 3 6 + 2. Now (B1(, (B21 33 
1 6-3 6-1 
impliesw(c;B1)+w(c;B,)~5+~>~ since 6 2 5, a contradiction. Con- 
sequently, one of B1 and B2 is a bridge. Let (B1( = s 2 6 and B2 = cc3. Since 
t(G) = 0, cg E B3 E 91e. Then c E S(c,) E %r, a contradiction. 0 
(iv) E 2 0. Since ?/J forms a partition of V, we have, using (ii) and (iii), 
Consequently, E 2 0. Cl 
(v) r is odd. Suppose r is even. By (2) since E 3 0, 
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BY (3) since r 2 2, 





Suppose E 2 7. By (2) and (3), JGI zg(r, S) unless 
r=26-3 and l%J=6-1. By (3), IGlaS2+S-3. Then I%-lJeEsa,BI= 
IG - Ue.c~e .%l> (a2 + 6 - 3) - (6 - 1)(6 + 1) = 6 - 2, since s = 0. Let c E % - 
lJBE4B,$3 with d(c)=qs2; say cEBiEC%-& for lci<q. Then B,U***UB,~ 
% since s = 0 and l.%J 3 III1 U . * . U B, - (c)l 2 q since each path in T from c 
through c’ E B1 U * - * U B, - {c} can be extended to a path in T from c to a 
distinct endblock of G, a contradiction. Cl 
(vii) +v(c)<2forcECe2. Suppose w(c) 2 2. Then w(c) 
6-l 6+1 
2 6 + 6, so by 
the proof (iv) of 
6+1 
E 3 0, E 2 - ’ a contradiction to 
6 
(vi). 0 
Note that IC?&_l is an integer when using (2) and (3) in the following. 
(viii) d(c) = 2 f gr c E Z2. By (vii), d(c) s 3. Suppose c E Bi E 5% and [Bil = si for 
16 i s 3. We consider three cases. 
si 3 3 for 1 c i < 3. Here w(c) 2 1 + 3(1/3), a contradiction. 0 
s,=2; s,,s,>3. Here s,+s,~6+1 and w(c)~l+w(~;B~)+w(c;B,)~ 
1 I 46-14a6-1+6-2 - - since 6 3 
36-6 6 6 
4. So by the proof of E > 0, we have E > 
6-2 
- again a contradiction to (vi). III 
6 ’ 
s1 = s2 =.2; s3 2 3. Here s3 
s-3 6-l 





As before, we have E 5 - 
6 
, a contradiction. •i 
(ix) d(c) =2 f or c E V&. Suppose c E %r and d(c)a3. Then S(c)# q5. Let 
S(C) = {c, ~1, . . . , cq} where Ci E Bi E 93, Bi #CC~ for 1 <i c q and let 
B q+l,. . . 9 B, be the blocks other than ccr, . . . , ccq containing c. Notice that at 
least one of B4+1, . . . , B, is an endblock and I Bil> 6 for 1 s i s q. Now if q 2 2 
then 
w(c) + w(q) + . . . + w(c,) 2 q + q (~)S(q+l)(~)+~, 
6-l 
hence by the proof of E 2 0 it follows that E 2 - 
6 ’ 
a contradiction. So q = 1. 
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6-2 
Since (f>3 we have w(c) + w(c,)a2+~=2 
contradiction. Cl 
(x) d(c)=2forcE%. Here %‘=%‘,UCe,. 0 
Note that a cutvertex c belongs to Cel iff c belongs to a (unique) bridge. Thus 
I%ie,l is even and so I%$e,l is odd. Hence I Z2e,l > 1. 
(xi) I&l=1 or 3 for 6 2 6. Suppose I gze,l 2 5 and 6 2 6. For c E ‘X&, w(c) 2 
46-10 6-l+P-4s-3 6=-46-3 6-3 -=- 
36-3 6 36(6 - 1) 
andso ~25 36(6 _ 1) 
> 
2 6, a contradiction. 
0 
(xii) ICe,l = 1 for 6 = 5. Suppose IVZ2e,l 3 and 6=5. If l%‘2)a13 then E> 
> 3 - 6-3 
6 ’ 
a contradiction. Consequently, I %‘=I G 11. 
Suppose (BI # 3 for all B E 3. Let c E %=e,; say c E B,, B, E 3. Then w(c) 2 1 = 
6-3 
$+4 and ~33(+)27, a contradiction. So there exists B = {c,, c2, cg} E 9% 
Let ci E B, E 93, Bi # B and let lBil = si for 1 c i < 3. Then si > 4 for 1s i < 3 and, 
since I Y2e,l s 11, some si 2 5; say s1 2 5. We consider three cases. 
si 2 5; s2 = s3 = 4. Here CceBUBzUBs w(c) 2 y = 9($) + 3 
a contradiction. 0 
si,s2>5;sj=4. Here z CEBUB~ w(c) z= ?j = 6(g) + $ 
a contradiction. 0 
sia5for lcis3. Here c csB w(c) 2 v = 3($) + 3 




(xiii) IGI 2 g(r, 6). Let c E VZ2e,; say c E Bi E W and lBil = si 2 3 for i = 1, 2. Now 
si, s2 2 6 implies 
6-l 6-3 6-3 
- and EZ=---- 
=7+ 6 6 ’ 
a contradiction. Suppose s1 < 6 - 1. Then B1 E VZ2 and, by (xi) and (xii), B1 = Fe, 
with 6 26. Let B1 = {c, cl, c2} and Ci E BI E 93 with Bi # B1. Let lB;l = si for 
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i = 1, 2. Since B1 = Ce,, s: 3 6 for i = 1, 2 and s2 3 6. So w(c) + w(cr) + w(c2) 2 
1+3($$)=3(~)+~andt>~, acontradiction. 0 
The theorem now follows. 0 
We now construct connected graphs with order g(r, 6) having r cutvertices and 
minimum degree 6 where T 2 0 and 6 2 5. 
For k 2 1, let Hk = K6+1 have vertex set (~(0, k), . . . , ~(6, k)}. 
Let ~(0, 0) E V(G) - Z(G). Define Go = G and, for k 2 1, 
Gk = Gk_l + Hk + ~(0, k - l)v(6, k). 
Set .9$(G)= {G,, . . . , GP}. 
Let G have endblock B incident with a bridge 
140, O), . . . 7 ~(6, 0)) with ~(0, 0) E %. Define G,, = G 
Gk_r + Hk + ~(0, k)v(l, m(6 - 1)) 
where B has vertex set 
and, for k 5 1, 
;k=m(6-l)+Z 
andlc1<6-2. 
&-l + Hk + ~(0, k)v(6 - 1, m(6 - 1)) ; k = (m + 1)(6 - 1) 
- V(6, m(s - 1)) 
Set %(G) = {G,,, . . . , l?,} and g(G) = {Go, GI, . . .}. Let 
A = K6 + dK6+1 + ulwl +. . . + vg w, where K6 has vertex set {q, . . . , us} and 
Wi is a vertex of the ith copy of K6+1 for 16 i s 6. 
B=G+(26-2)K6+1+~l~l+~~ * + 2126_2w26_2 where G is obtained from two 
copies of Ka by identifying a vertex v and has vertex set {v, tar, . . . , ~28_2} 
and Wi is a vertex of the ith copy of K6+1 for 1s i s 26 - 2. 
C = graph obained from A by identifying a non-cutvertex in an endblock of A 
with a vertex in a new copy of K6+1. 
D = graph obtained from A by contracting a bridge of A. 
E = graph obtained from two copies of K6+1 by identifying a vertex u. 
For even r, the families ~~_-1(K6+1) and $(A) are extremal graphs. For odd r, 
the families @6_2(E), {D}, g6_-3(C) and L%(B) are extremal graphs. 0 
Let h(n, 6) denote the maximum number of cutvertices in a connected graph of 
order n having minimum degree at least 6. Necessarily, n > 6. 
Corollary. For n > 6 s 5, 
h(n, 6) = max{r:g(r, 6) c n}. 
Proof. Suppose G has h(n, 6) cutvertices and minimum degree at least 6 with 
order 12. Then n 3 g(h(n, 6), 6) and h(n, 6) s max{r :g(r, 6) < n}. 
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Suppose G is an extremal graph (as previously contructed) for the parameters 
r = max{r:g(r, 6) s n} and 6. Then JG] = g(r, 6) c n. Embed G in 6, where G 
has order n, by adding vertices to a (complete) endblock of G. Clearly, G has r 
cutvertices and minimum degree at least 6. Then max{r : g(r, 6) G n} S h(n, 6). 0 
Let n = t(& + 1) + S where S E [0, 61 and t = s(6* - 2) + s^ where s^ E [0, 6* - 31. 
Thenn=s(6*-2)(6+1)+s^(6+1)+Jandt+s=s(S2-l)+$. Define 
-3 ;f=O<s^<l; otherwise 
s(n) = I -2 10 i-1 ; 6-S6L - 2 -2 Z-1 1 
6-l 
I L e +166-J, ,. I -1. 2-1 
<6--J< 
L I 26-2 ’ 
It is easily seen that s(n) is well-defined. We give now our main result. 
Theorem. For n - 1 > 6 3 5, 
Proof. With the above notation, it is easily seen that 
g(2t + 2.s + E(n), 6) c n <g(2t + 2s + E(n) + 1, 6) 
foranyn-1>6>5. Cl 
3. Conclusion 
For odd d at least 5 we have, from the above theorem, 
2n 2n 
h (n, .d) 2 - + -7 
d + 1 (d + l)(d* - 2) 
while the result of Nirmala and Rao [3] gives 
fb 4 G 2n-d-5_1<2n_2 d + 1 d+l ’ 
Asymptotically, we have h(n, d) - $$f(n, d), i.e., if we require only that our 
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graph have minimum degree d but not that it be d-regular we can increase the 
number of cutvertices essentially by a factor of (d2 - l)/(d2 - 2). 
For even d we will show [2] that the increase is more nearly by a factor of 3/2 
than a factor of 1. 
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